
SUCCESSFUL APPLICATIONS

APPLICATION

Processing aim Deburring and  edge radiusing of landing gear components, including shock strut bodies

Process description Different landing gear components are finished in a stand-alone special tub vibrator 

Previous finishing method Manual deburring

WORK PIECES

Work piece name Landing gear components Weight: (min/max) Up to 1,000 lbs.

Material Titanium Dimensions (min/man) Max. 95 x 20  (L x W)

Manufacturing method Machining Condition of raw parts Burs and sharp edges, covered with coolant

Description Different kinds of landing gear components

THE ROSLER SOLUTION

The Process Deburring and edge radiusing in a tub vibrator. Loading of the parts by crane. Large components require a special fixture

Competition None. No other supplier can supply such a machine

EQUIPMENT DETAILS PROCESS PARAMETERS

Machine/model R 1200/3300 TDS tub vibrator Compound Special compound 

Equipment description Stand-alone machine with operator platform  to allow manual 
loading of smaller work pieces

Media Type/Size Very fast cutting ceramic

Post Treatment Manual rinse cleaning Batch or Continous Batch

Waste Water Treatment Customer Batch Size One large part or several  
smaller ones

Noise Protection Complete system placed in sound enclosing cabin Process Time 60 - 90 minutes

Feed Rate NA Capacity/hour Less than one up to 4

Mass Finishing Success Story No. MFEH0005DE - Industry: Aerospace 

Mechanical deburring of large, heavy, landing gear components  
 
Landing gear components, especially large shock strut bodies, are still deburred by hand. Rosler has implemented a mechanical finishing solution at a renowned 
manufacturer of landing gears with a  powerful tub vibrator R 1200/3300 TDS a tub vibrator. Loading that allows finishing of work pieces made from titanium 
weighing up to 2,000 lbs. 



finding a better way...
Rosler Metal Finishing USA is the leader in mass finishing, shot blasting, automated processes and media - 
made in the USA.  Visit www.rosler.us or call 269-441-3000 for more information.

The largest parts finished in the R 1200/3300 TSD tub vibra-
tor are shock strut bodies with a length of up to 95”

TSD vibrators have a unique drive system: Powerful vibratory 
drives are mounted to the front and rear wall of the processing 
bowl providing an intensive movement of the media with a 
high amplitude

For processing of smaller, more delicate work pieces TSD 
vibrators can be equipped with dividers, which create 
separate processing chambers. With one part per chamber 
the work pieces never touch during the finishing process

Pneumatically activated sound covers provide partial 
noise protection, though not as effective as complete 
sound enclosing cabins.


